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Reviews

“This may be just what fans of Jo Nesbo and Stieg Larsson are looking for.”

*Booklist* *Starred Review*, US

“A whopper of a thriller!”

*Jyllands-Posten*, Denmark


*Västerviks-Tidningen*, Sweden

“Another Time, Another Life is a beautiful book of top quality, already a little classic in its genre.”

*Il tempo di leggere*, Italy
“A detective story right from the top!”

Savon Sanomat, Finland

“As usual the reading matter is composed masterly, with indirectness to the Swedish mystery-scene and particularly thrillingly written, that one flies through the pages.”

Hamburger Abendblatt, Germany

“A masterly political thriller that plays in a league of its own. /.../ a Thackerayan Vanity Fair, a Balcazian comédie humaine, a Tom Wolfian Bonfire of the Vanities or why not the Strindberg who wrote Black Banners.”

Aftonbladet, Sweden

“It is essential to discover this strong mystery writer from Sweden: not as depressive as Henning Mankell, less folksy than Hakan Nesser and in a league of his own: Leif GW Persson.”

Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, Germany

“This is a worrying read, entertaining in a broad and bitingly funny manner, that has lead to well-deserved comparisons with Balzac.”

B.T., Denmark

“The second novel in Persson's trilogy featuring Swedish cop Lars Johansson is as exceptional as his debut, *Between Summer's Longing and Winter's End /.../ *Persson, a noted criminal profiler, writes with a sure hand and sharp insight. His detectives are human, interesting, and fallible /.../ Another winner from Persson. If anything, it's even better than the first book. Fans of Scandinavian crime fiction will eat it up.”

Library Journal, US
“Ambitious /.../ the look at the fictional individual detectives and their fates through the years enriches the story.”

*Publishers Weekly, US*

“Dark, politically charged thriller from Swedish crime writer Persson, one of many literary heirs of Stieg Larsson. ... Persson unfolds a carefully plotted story ... Persson himself figures in the proceedings, in the sly way that Alfred Hitchcock figured in his films. And while there’s humor, if mostly black .. Persson writes with unrelenting grimness, as if needing a strong dose of Mediterranean sunshine to cure the police-beat blues. ... A practiced, Larsson-worthy procedural.”

*Kirkus Reviews, US*

“I have long held that Scandinavian mystery novels are among the finest on the planet, and Leif G.W. Persson's police procedural, Another Time, Another Life, strongly supports that assertion. ... It would be impossible to summarize the complexities of this story here, but I’ll say this: If you enjoy Scandinavian mysteries, this one will be right up your alley. If you haven’t been hooked by the subgenre, Another Time, Another Life should do the trick.”

*Bookpage, US*

“Persson cleverly blends Swedish politics, corruption and police procedural in a way that will appeal to fans of the current crop of Danish TV dramas.”

*The Times, UK*